
Taxpayers have appreciated the new initiative of Electronic Verification of 
the Income Tax Return through Aadhaar linkage and Net-banking and the 
testimonials affirm the user-friendliness and removal of the hassle of 
sending the paper copy of the ITR-V form to Bengaluru. Taxpayers have 
also reported that the process of e-verification shortens the time taken for 
processing of the return and issue of refund. 

New Initiative in E-filing program- some testimonials 
from taxpayers 

Details regarding e-verification are available at in Notification 2/2015 in 
issued on 13th July 2015 at 
http://incometaxindia.gov.in/news/evc_notification-13-07-2015.pdf. 

Taxpayers are requested to use Electronic Verification facility in view of 
the convenience and flexibility offered. Taxpayers are, requested to e-file 
their returns early to avoid the rush closer to the last date.   

Comments 

E filing is possible within minutes. 

Year by year, improvement in efiling is visible. xml utility and e verification of filed return 
are welcome additions worthy of all praise. Work of I.T. team is commendable. 

This procedure is very excellent instead of munual ruturn 

New verification mode is really very helpful for us. It reduces time and also sending paper 
in hard copy was difficult. This new format is really appreciated and helps the salaried 
employ save their time and money. It is so easy for every invvidual to fill their return own 
and get verified. 

My experience is good. especially when you can do e verification & no need to send ITRV. 
 

Good initiative ITR-V everification 

Great work and really efficient software which is easy for any layman to file returns 

I am really happy with this significant improvement on e-Filing process topped with EVC 
through Net Banking. It took me just 30 minutes file return. I would like to thank the 
entire team of this portal and I congratulate you on this super feat. Thank you guys and 
the government of India. 

Excellent move from IT dept. 
E filing for a salaried person like me takes hardly 10 minutes altogether. 
Thanks for making it simple and easy. 

http://incometaxindia.gov.in/news/evc_notification-13-07-2015.pdf�


 it will be nice if items covered under respective sections i.e. 80c 80cc  are abbreviated 
and shown on mouse hovering the item which will helpful. 
E verification through Aadhar is welcome. 
What next? efiling through android tablets? 
Congratulations to all of you. 

Very easy and fast system for filling and submitting income tax return online. I am sure 
this will encourage a lot more people to fill income tax return. Satisfied with current 
system. 

e filling updated one is excellent thank you 

Income tax return processed in record time. Excellent.  

Great to see the process improvement.. in terms of itr submission and hassle free 
processing. Excellent Work!!! 

Amazing service..!!! Everything is so easy and with high security, loved it...!! 

e-filing, e-verification and ITR processing and refund payment is very very fast and 
excellent.  

E filing is fantastic. And  I got my refund credited to my bank account in 11 days after e 
filing. Simply superb! 

The online ITR form submission and verification works like a charm. Thanks! Thumbs up 
team! :) 

Medical Policy of my mother was due for refund.The refund has been recd yesterday.This 
is absolutely fantastic,excellent prompt service by IT Team. I am very thankful to IT dept 
for such Fast service especially being a Govt service. Great Job . Pls keep up the good 
work IT dept... 

Apart from the user friendly interface of filing the Tax Returns, I am also surprised to see 
the quickness of the Return processed and Refund given. Thank you very much and 
hoping to receive similar services in the future as well.  

Thank you for very fast action of refundable due to online submission and return. 

Impressive. Good to see that everify using netbanking. Thanks IT team for this and the 
initiator 

Superb e filing forms.  Easy to file return in less than a minute.  I.T. Department is one of 
the most efficient government department who is progressing year by year.  Getting 
assessment done in less than 15 days time of return submission is highly appreciated. 

Awesome. The new Electronic verification and ITR upload are very fast and simplified the 
process like anything. I got my tax refund in two weeks. Thanks for making it so fast. i 
think even in USA it would take two months you did it with two weeks. great job. keep 
going. 

Mind Boggling. Hat off to IT dept. for creating such a robust site 

Excellent work done by the IT dept. EVC option is excellent!. 



I am proud to be an Indian and the Tax Filling through is amazing. Not a single problem 
and everything for very smooth. Thanks to Income Tax Department. I would suggest that 
the Govt should show this in Public media so that everyone can realize how easy is 
Income Tax filing now. 
 
Thanks 

 

 


